A New Design for a New Decade

buyND+ August Newsletter
As an active buyND user, you are receiving this newsletter to keep you
up-to-date on the upcoming changes in the buyND tool.

A New User Interface
In the near future, buyND users will experience a new modernized user
interface that includes a streamlined design for site navigation and new
product icons to deliver a more efficient and consistent user experience.

New Product Search:
The new product search results show your products in a modern grid view vs. the
current list view. The new view has larger boxes with additional product information.

New Shopping Cart View:
You will also notice a more modern, streamlined look to your shopping cart view.

New Requisition View:
Along with a cleaner look, you will notice the requisition workflow information is on the
right-hand side in the new view vs. at the top in the current view. The sections are the
same in the requisition, only the layout has changed.

buyND+ Focus Group:
We would like to thank the buyND+ focus group for devoting time to our
project. This group of 18 individuals was gracious with their time and
feedback on multiple subjects like:
User Interface
Dashboard Layout
Navigation
New Forms
Committee Member Quote:
"After having the opportunity to participate on the buyND Optimization Committee, I
am very excited about the upcoming changes to buyND. The new system seems to
be easier to navigate through and will improve efficiency. One of my favorite options is
to share your cart with someone else. The new dashboard is simple to understand
and having clickable links with information will be very helpful." Sandy Young
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